The integration of installing video surveillance and analytics can be easy and straightforward or can be as advanced and detailed as required by a store.
With installing the AOPEN and Vizualize solution you integrate an open platform into your stores. With this
open platform a lot of integrations can be made. You can even re-use your current camera system for a
cost-efficient setup!
There are a lot of options that you can chose from. Please find below an overview of some of the possibilities
that we offer.
Are you enthousiastic and want to set up a brainstorm session with us? Contact us via request@aopen.com or
sales@vizualize.net and we’ll talk to you soon!

“Isn’t it difﬁcult to setup analytics about shoppers?”
No!
With this complete solution the setup is simple. All we need from you
are the wishes and requirements. From there our system integrator will
do the rest.
Once installed keeping track of your analytics is easy by entering the
Vizualize Storemetrics back end. From there you will see the graphs with
your numbers, tables with extra information and heatmaps with full store
layouts.

“Can I count the number of people passing by and entering the store?”
Yes!
People counting, inside or outside your store, is one of the features that
this solution offers. For every store owner it’s important to know how
many people have entered, but furthermore it’s very interesting to see
how many passers-by are drawed into the store. Want to measure your
store and window look? This is possible now!

“How can I create a higher margin for my store(s)?”
That’s easy with the heatmap storytelling feature!
After setup and installation you will be able to track and analyze. Furthermore the analytics include heatmaps of your store. Set different
zones for analysis and see where the most customers are in your store.
With integrating the high-margin products on the hotspots you will see
your margin rise! Also you have a better understanding of what visual
merchandising can do for you. Tell a different story and see what the
hotspots do, or track down the coldspots and make sure they’re more
attractive from now on. This so you can use your full store in your advantage!

“What about wall or shelves setup? Can I improve them?”
Sure you can!
The Vizualize and AOPEN setup offers the integration for 3D touch sensors. With these sensors you can see what a specific product on a specific shelve does. How often it is picked up by a customer and from there
on how much it’s sold. So this offers you the full insight in your collection and store design.

“I know my target group, but which groups are in my store?”
Set up facial recognition!
Another integration that might be useful to you is facial recognition. People counting can be interesting, but which people are in your store, who
actually buys something and are you targetting the right target audience?
All questions that can be answered with this extra feature.

“We don’t have the technical know, is it possible for me to install?”
Yes!
Vizualize and AOPEN offer an open platform with ruggadized and purpose built hardware. Include a system integrator and you will be on your
way! The hardware has proven worthy of commercial environments and
therefore is very well suited for a setup like this. So it’s a good option to
install without too much tech skills.

“What about the camera’s I use for Surveillance?”
Combine it!
If you’re looking for a video analytics AND surveillance solution, this
setup is also the right choice for you. If you already have a camera network running you can even re-use the camera’s for analytics. So create a
cost-efficient solution by combining not only the video analytics but the
video surveillance and customer/staff protection!
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